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Figure 1: A comparison of different remeshing approaches. The input David’s head model (60k vertices and 120k triangles)
is remeshed with approximately 60k faces with each method. From left to right are results of MPS [Yan and Wonka 2013]
(#obt = 7k), RAR [Dunyach et al. 2013] (#obt = 7.2k), MAI [Hu et al. 2017] (#obt = 15.6k), CVT [Yan et al. 2009] (#obt = 1.4k),
NOB [Yan and Wonka 2016] (#obt = 724), and ours (#obt = 0). Obtuse triangles are colored in pink. Here, #obt indicates the
number of obtuse triangles after remeshing.

ABSTRACT
In this poster, we propose a simple yet efficient algorithm for elimi-
nating obtuse triangles for isotropic remeshing. Our method can
either be applied directly on the input mesh, or be used as a post-
processing step on the results from other remeshing algorithms.
Our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches in terms
of the mesh quality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Triangle meshes are ubiquitous representations of 3D shapes in
computer graphics, which can be acquired easily nowadays using
3D scanning devices or motion capture techniques. Newly obtained
raw meshes always contain a large number of triangles, often with
noises, which are difficult to be used directly in the downstream
scenarios, such as modeling and simulation. A remeshing process
is often necessary to improve the mesh quality for various applica-
tions.

Large varieties of algorithms have been proposed to address the
remeshing problem. From an algorithmic point of view, there are
twomain common building blocks in various algorithms, i.e., resam-
pling vertices and rebuilding the connectivity. The most successful
remeshing approaches are those based on Centroidal Voronoi Tessel-
lation (CVT), which have both an elegant theoretical background
and a family of robust implementations [Alliez et al. 2008]. However,
computing CVTs heavily relies on global optimization algorithms.
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When the number of desired points increases, the performance de-
creases drastically. Recent works of blue-noise sampling have been
introduced for the purpose of remeshing [Yan and Wonka 2013].
But the resulting mesh quality has been lowered down due to the
randomness nature of the point distribution. The most related work
with ours is the discrete optimization based approaches, where
only local mesh operations are applied. For example, the work of
[Dunyach et al. 2013] achieves real-time adaptive remeshing, which
can be used in animation applications. Later, Hu et al. [2017] further
improve the minimal angle bounds under the same framework, at
the cost of efficiency. All the above mentioned approaches can-
not simultaneously guarantee the bounds of the minimal and the
maximal angles in the output mesh.

In our approach, we use a similar framework as that of [Duny-
ach et al. 2013], where vertex insertion, mesh smoothing, vertex
removal, and valence optimization are repeatedly applied. However,
our vertex insertion and deletion strategies are completely different
from previous works, which result in better remeshing quality than
state-of-the-art approaches.

2 OUR APPROACH
We present a simple approach to eliminate obtuse triangles for
isotropic remeshing. Given an input mesh surface, M, our goal
is to approximate M with a new mesh, M ′, whose angles are
bounded between a minimal and a maximal value, i.e., each angle,
θ j ⊂ ti , (j = 1, 2, 3), is bounded, θ j ∈ (θmin ,θmax ). Here, ti is a
triangle of the new mesh, M ′. As an important special case, when
themaximal value, θmax = 90◦, we achieve a non-obtuse remeshing
of M. In our experiments, we set θmin = 30◦ and θmax = 90◦ by
default.

The proposed framework consists of four main components,
i.e., 1. Initialization. 2. Obtuse triangle removal. 3. Minimal angle
improvement. 4. Valence optimization. We briefly explain each step
in the following.

(1) Initialization. The output mesh M ′ is first initialized by
resampling the input mesh with a user specified number
of points. Then, we perform 3 to 5 steps of Lloyd itera-
tion [Lloyd 1982] to get a good initial mesh. Note that this
step is optional, our algorithm can also start from an input
mesh directly.

(2) Obtuse triangle removal. All the obtuse triangles ofM ′

are collected in a list. We select the first k triangles in
the list to process. For each selected obtuse triangle, t ,
we first split its longest edge, followed by an edge flip to
increase the valence of the newly inserted vertex. Once the
first k obtuse triangles are processed, we perform a local
tangential smoothing to further improve the mesh quality
(5 iterations in our implementation).

(3) Minimal angle improvement. Next, we optimize small
angles. Similar to the process above, we first collect all the
triangles whose minimal angles are smaller than θmin in a
list. Then, for the first k triangles in the list, we collapse
the opposite edge of the minimal angles.

(4) Valence optimization. Finally, we optimize the mesh va-
lence using themethod proposed by Botch andKobbelt [2004],
followed by a mesh smoothing operation.

Steps 2 to 4 are repeated until the desired angle bounds are satisfied.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A prototype of the presented algorithm is implemented as a plugin
built on top of the open-source software, “graphite” 1. All the results
shown in this poster are computed on a PC with a Win7 OS, 3.6GHz
CPU, and 16G memory.

We compare our algorithm against the most recent represen-
tative remeshing approaches, including three main categories. (1)
Methods based on blue-noise sampling, i.e., Maximal Poisson-disk
Sampling (MPS) [Yan and Wonka 2013]. (2) Discrete optimization,
i.e., Realtime Adaptive Remeshing (RAR) [Dunyach et al. 2013] and
Minimal Angle Improvement (MAI) method [Hu et al. 2017]. (3) CVT
based approaches, i.e., standard CVT approach [Yan et al. 2009]
and augmented CVT with non-obtuse (NOB) remeshing [Yan and
Wonka 2016]. We select a challenging model for the experiments,
i.e., David’s head. This model has very rich geometric details in
different scales, which cannot be handled successfully by previous
approaches to produce non-obtuse meshes. Our approach is able to
produce a satisfied result efficiently. The comparison of our result
against several representative algorithms is shown in Fig. 1.

In the next, we plan to further improve the performance and
robustness of our algorithm, and make more in-depth comparisons
with state-of-the-art approaches.
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